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STRESS & ANXIETY

Body’s reaction to a challenge (external)

Can be associated with positive or 
negative events
 Routine stress – school, sports, friends, family, 

etc.
 Sudden negative changes - divorce, illness, 

accident, etc.
 Potential danger/threat

Prepares us to react quickly and 
perform well under pressure

Internal response to persistent, excessive 
worries (even in the absence of a 
stressor)

Thinking ahead allows us to anticipate 
obstacles or problems, and plan solutions

Worrying = unhelpful thinking ahead



STRESS & COVID-19

COVID-19 = an actual risk!

Triggers for stress/anxiety
 Uncertainty (it is unclear how things will turn 

out)
 Novelty (we don’t have any experience to fall 

back on)
 Ambiguous (open to different interpretations)

Shift focus to self-care

Adjust expectations



HOW YOUR BRAIN 
RESPONDS TO 

STRESS/ANXIETY

Not fully developed in 
childhood/adolescence



“FIGHT OR FLIGHT” RESPONSE



FIRST THINGS FIRST --
BE KIND TO YOURSELF!

It’s normal to feel stressed and 
anxious during a global pandemic

Pick one or two areas to focus on 
(don’t expect to manage things 
perfectly)



STAY IN THE PRESENT

When faced with uncertainty, our brains are 
designed to protect us from danger by 
increasing our attention to risk and threat
 But – this worry can spiral as we seek certainty where it 

does not exist

We ALL have experience living with uncertainty
 For example, waiting to hear about a job interview or 

college acceptance
 Think about how you’ve tolerated uncertain times in the 

past

Anxiety will try to bait you with “what if” 
questions – don’t respond!



FOLLOW SAFETY GUIDELINES, 
BUT DON’T OVERDO IT
Ask yourself – is this behavior about helping me 
stay safe or am I just doing this to reduce my 
anxiety?

Follow CDC’s guidelines, NOT anxiety’s 
guidelines



MEDIA DISTANCING
Limit media consumption – this fuels anxiety!

More social media/screen time correlates with low psychological well-being (Twenge, 
Joiner, Rogers, & Martin, 2017)

Tips for limiting media/screen time:
 Choose a few credible websites and access for a limited time each day (30-60 min time chunk)
 Enforce phone-free time (such as before bed, overnight, during dinner, during homework, etc.)
 Reserve screen time for the end of the day when other goals have already been met (such as 

homework, physical activity, social time, etc.)
 Model restraint and balance in your own media use
 Avoid the power struggle
o Turn off data/Wifi (Disney Circle, adjust via cell phone carrier)

oChange Wifi password
oMaintain control of needed parts (chargers, remote, etc.)



HOWEVER – SOMETIMES THE PATH OF LEAST 
RESISTANCE IS OK!
Allow extra screen time if it means getting your own work/tasks accomplished, or 
taking some time for yourself

It’s OK to relax boundaries during this unique situation
 Boundaries can be re-established when life returns to normal

(Child Mind Institute, 2020)



FOCUS ON WHAT YOU 
CAN CONTROL

See this as an opportunity to try 
something new or do things you 
haven’t had time for (OR just spend 
extra time with your family)

Start a new “quarantine ritual”
 For example, daily journaling, 4pm walk 

every day, etc.

Set goals/make a plan



REFRAME THINKING
Avoid following your brain down the rabbit hole of negative thinking

Example Worried Thoughts About COVID-19 More Helpful Coping Thought

“I am going to get very sick” “I am taking steps to stay healthy”

“I am failing at keeping up with all the demands 
right now: work, family, finances, household 
responsibilities, and more”

“This is a totally new situation and it will take time 
to figure out how to make it work”

“If I leave my house, I will become sick. I am 
trapped”

“I can leave my house to go for a walk, go for a 
drive, ride my bike, sit on my front steps, and just 
get fresh air. Getting out is good for my mental 
and physical health”



PAY ATTENTION TO JOY

It can be hard to notice good experiences in the 
midst of significant stress
 However – this can really elevate our mood and 

strengthen our ability to be emotionally available for 
others

Take time to savor the things you do enjoy

Recognize the things in your life that are going 
well

Give yourself permission to see the silver lining 
and focus on the good



TALK TO KIDS ABOUT COVID-19

Ask kids what they know and correct any 
misconceptions

Use visual aids
 Comic strip from NPR
 The Story of the Oyster and the Butterfly: The Coronavirus and 

Me (e-book by Ana Gomez)
 Coronavirus: A Book for Children (https://wpg-assets.s3.us-

east-1.amazonaws.com/pdf/coronavirus.pdf)
 A Feel Better Book for Little Worriers/Little Tears (videos on 

YouTube)

It’s OK to NOT know the answers

Use worry time if needed

https://wpg-assets.s3.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/pdf/coronavirus.pdf


GET ACTIVE

Many teens/adults turn to sedentary activities to cope with stress 
(video games, surfing the Internet, watching TV/movies, social 
media)

Teens/adults who exercise 1+ time per week report less stress 
(American Psychological Association, 2013)

US Department of Health and Human Services recommends 60 
minutes+ of moderate-to-vigorous physical activity daily

Be creative!
 Active Wii games
 Outdoor activities near home – biking, walking dog, running
 Stationary bike while reading/working
 FREE online workouts (Peloton app, Core Power Yoga, Go Noodle, etc.)



MAKE SLEEP A PRIORITY

Sleep duration recommendations (National 
Sleep Foundation, 2015)
 School Age (ages 6-13): 9-11 hours of sleep
 Teens (ages 14-17): 8-10 hours of sleep

Teens/adults who sleep 8+ hours per 
night report lower levels of stress 
(American Psychological Association, 2013)



SLEEP HYGIENE 
TIPS

Establish a regular, relaxing bedtime routine

Set up a comfortable sleep environment (cool, dark, 
quiet)

Limit exposure to bright light in the evenings

Turn off electronic devices at least 30 minutes before 
bedtime

Only use bed for sleep

Avoid caffeine after 3pm (coffee, tea, pop, chocolate, 
etc.)

Nap early (or not at all)

Keep a consistent sleep schedule (even on weekends)



INCLUDE RELAXATION IN YOUR 
DAILY SCHEDULE
Relaxation is a skill that must be practiced
 Schedule a regular time to practice for 5-10 minutes per day
 Practice in a private, quiet place
 Develop mastery at home first before using skills in other settings

Strategies
 Deep breathing – BellyBio app, Calm app
 Visual imagery – 5 Minute Escapes app
 Progressive muscle relaxation – MindBody Lab website, AnxietyCanada 

website
 Mindfulness/meditation – Smiling Mind app, Headspace app
 Yoga – Yoga with Adriene (YouTube)



BE CREATIVELY SOCIAL

Physical distancing NOT social distancing

Greet others you see while outside
 Even better – set up an interactive opportunity (I Spy, sidewalk chalk 

physical challenge)

Write old fashioned letters

Schedule a regular phone call or video chat with friends 
or family
 Even better – challenge yourself to an “in-person to virtual switch”

Spend one-on-one time with each child

(Trails to Wellness, 2020)



PRESERVE SOME SENSE 
OF NORMALCY
Maintain some sort of structure to your day

Have a daily plan/schedule somewhere visible (and 
refer to it often!)
 Should include time for academics, social activities, 

physical activities, and rest/relaxation time

Set up “mental zones” for daily activities
 For example, no eating in bed or working on the 

sofa
 Loosening these boundaries can just muddle your 

routine

Include kids/teens in schedule development

Give kids age-appropriate jobs

(ADAA, 2020; Trails to Wellness, 2020)



MODEL HEALTHY COPING

When you (understandably) feel 
stressed/anxious, try to avoid talking about 
your concerns within earshot of children (Child 
Mind Institute, 2020)

Send the message this this is hard, but we can 
get through it

Be sure that you schedule time each day for 
stress management (oxygen mask analogy)



AVOID FAULTY BELIEFS ABOUT STRESS

Myth: Stress will just “go away” when stressors are reduced

Reality: Stress persists even during theoretically low-stress times, such as summer 
(American Psychological Association, 2013)

Myth: Stress management techniques don’t work for me

Reality: To be effective, stress management techniques must be applied consistently 
over time

Myth: Stress is unavoidable, so there is nothing that can be done about it

Reality: Stress is a normal part of life, but there are techniques that can help!



WHEN TO SEEK PROFESSIONAL HELP

Signs of poor stress management (American 

Psychological Association, 2020):
 Frequent complaints of physical symptoms (headaches, 

stomachaches, etc.)
 Withdrawing from activities
 Irritability (i.e., ”lashing out” at others)
 Sleep difficulties
 Changes in appetite/eating
 Frequent crying
 Persistently expressing worries
 Changes in school performance



NOT SURE ABOUT NEXT STEPS?

TELE-CONSULTATION

One-time professional consultation

Goals:
 Gather important information
 Guide you in a direction to start
 Expedite the process into treatment (if 

necessary)

PARENT PROBLEM SOLVING 
SESSIONS
Parents meet one-on-one with a therapist

4+ sessions focused on strategies to help 
your child/teen manage current 
challenges

(Both offered via telehealth)
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